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DISCLAIMER: This material should not be construed as professional legal advice and is intended
solely as commentary on legal and regulatory developments affecting the private equity
community in emerging markets. The views expressed in this bulletin are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of their firms. If you would like to republish this bulletin or link to it
from your website, please contact Holly Radel at radelh@empea.net.

A Letter from the Council Chair
I enjoy welcoming
readers to each EMPEA
Legal and Regulatory
Bulletin. The reason
for this is simple – the
quality of the content.
The Bulletin rarely fails
to surprise. It usually
brings a matter to
my attention, which I
perhaps should have
known, but didn’t. It
highlights changes in
legal and regulatory
environments, which
impact private capital
in the countries where
we invest.

I type in reflective mood in a historic English town overlooking the banks of the
river, which served as an artery for the import and export of goods and ideas
to other countries for centuries. I see a link between the activities of those
early traders and financiers and the activities many of us currently undertake:
financing, investing and trading in markets often distant from our own.
What mattered then as matters now was product (of course), pricing, risk
appetite and guidance from those who understood the markets well. It’s no
different today. When investing in growth markets, there’s no substitute for
local knowledge and lessons learned from market participants, preferably
those with one or two scars on their backs.
In this Bulletin, we explore changes to national legislation, regulatory policy
and politics, which might impact private capital investors in China (stock
exchange development) and in Africa (the Linkages Project, which seeks to
encourage greater market liquidity on the continent).
We also explore the impact on the private credit market of a new restructuring
law in Brazil and new Competition and Consumer Protection regulations
in Nigeria, which will affect the structuring of domestic and foreign funds.
Finally, we note that the US regulator has announced that it plans to harmonize
the rules that apply to private equity offerings in the US: a herculean task.
We wish the SEC well.
The Abraaj story has not played out fully but the implosion of a high-profile
growth market fund manager has implications for those raising capital for
investment in developing countries. This Bulletin explores those implications,
highlighting, amongst other things, the type of enhanced fund manager due
diligence some market participants can expect in future.
Impact investment—doing good by investing well—plays an increasingly
important role in growth markets as investors seek attractive investments,
which provide satisfactory returns and positive, developmental outcomes.
This Bulletin explores the differences between impact investing and traditional
“pure return” investing and evolving impact measurement best practice. It
also explores the extent to which growth market fund managers are under a
fiduciary duty to consider environmental, social and governance issues when
they invest.
In summary, I think this Bulletin is one of our best yet. Chock full of content.
If there’s anything you’d like to share with us or any topic you’d like to see
covered in future, please do not hesitate to contact me (Mark KenderdineDavies) or our Vice President of Regulatory Affairs (Ann Marie Plubell).
Best wishes,
Mark Kenderdine-Davies
Chief Legal Officer, CDC Group plc
and Chair, EMPEA Legal & Regulatory Council
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When Does a Private Fund Manager’s
“Fiduciary Duty” Require it to Consider
ESG Issues?
By Kenneth J. Berman, Lawrence K. Cagney, Partners and Simon Witney, Special Counsel at Debevoise & Plimpton

Fund managers who want to
understand the content of their duties
to investors usually have to consult
multiple sources, and different fund
managers are likely to find that they
owe duties that differ, at least in subtle
ways, from those owed by their peers.
The first, and usually most important,
source of duties is the contract that
gives the manager its mandate,
including the fund’s constitution or
governing documents. For a private
fund manager, that is generally the
highly specific and (usually) negotiated
limited partnership agreement (LPA),
and any investor-specific side letters.
Of course, a private fund manager
is in a very different position in that
respect from many other types of asset
manager. For example, when a pension
fund trustee is investing on behalf of a
large class of beneficiaries, its mandate
may only be specified in rudimentary
terms and detailed investment
preferences may be impossible
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to discern. In any case, different
beneficiaries are likely to have different,
and perhaps conflicting, wishes.
Trustees will probably not even attempt
to discover them, while regulators may
take the view that the ultimate asset
owners are not sophisticated enough to
give specific instructions and, therefore,
restrict their contractual freedom
to do so. None of that is true for an
institutional private equity fund.
Secondly, there are the background
legal duties, as modified or
supplemented by duties imposed by
any relevant regulator or legal rule.
Any such duties are clearly specific to
the legal and regulatory regimes that
the manager or its investors face in
the countries in which they are active
and in which their fund vehicles are
established. In many cases, a single
fund management group will need
to comply with mandatory or default
duties imposed by several different legal
systems and regulators. As mentioned
above, some asset classes and investor

types will warrant more regulatory
intervention than others. Traditionally,
private equity has not been a retail
asset class and has seen less legal
and regulatory interference with its
investment mandates.
These two distinct sources of duties
come together to form what is often
referred to as the “fiduciary duty”
owed by a fund manager to its funds
and/or their underlying investors (even
though, in strict legal terms, some or all
of the duties may not be “fiduciary”).
It is inaccurate, however, to assume
that the concept of fiduciary duty, and
the obligations that flow from owing
a fiduciary duty, comprise a fixed and
consistent set of obligations. While
the underlying principles that give
rise to the obligations may be similar,
the precise nature and scope of the
duties may vary considerably—as will
the remedies available to investors or
regulators to enforce them.

The question of fiduciary duty often
arises in the context of discussions
about “responsible investment,” or the
integration of environmental, social and
governance considerations (ESG) in the
investment process. Specifically, there
are often debates about the extent
to which a private fund manager’s
fiduciary duties allow or require it to
take ESG considerations into account in
making decisions. However, given that
these duties are so context-specific,
the answer to that question is not
straightforward.
As described above, a private fund
manager will have a duty to invest
fund capital in the manner and
for the purposes mandated by the
LPA, side letters or other governing
documents, subject to any mandatory
or (to the extent not modified or
misapplied) default duties imposed
by applicable law and regulation. Of
course, in a private fund, there will
be a number of investors and there
may be disagreement among them
about the terms of the mandate: for
example, diversification or geographic
limits may be requested by some
prospective investors and rejected by
others. Some investors may insist that
certain investments are “off-limits”
(for example, those involving tobacco
or arms manufacturing), while others
may not be averse to such investments
if they are legal and potentially
lucrative. Similarly, some investors may
require a manager to take account of
ESG factors in its investment process
and subsequent stewardship of a
portfolio company, while others may
prefer to leave such matters to the
manager’s discretion.
In the end, these governing documents
will have to synthesize any competing
investor preferences (including,
perhaps, by the use of “excuse rights”
for specific investors with specific types
of investments) and define a workable
investment mandate. That contractual
matrix will define the manager’s
obligations and impose duties to
comply with them. To be sure, in the
absence of any specific contractual
modifications, the manager would be

expected to assume that its primary
duty is to invest in accordance with the
agreed investment strategy and, subject
to that, to maximize risk-adjusted
returns for the investors. However,
contractual undertakings in the fund’s
governing documents, representations
made in the placement memorandum
and, potentially, responses to due
diligence enquiries will modify that
general duty.
Local laws and regulations (including,
for example, in the jurisdiction in which
the manager is based or the fund
is established) may impose certain
duties alongside these contractually
agreed duties and obligations. Some of

“

...there are often
debates about the
extent to which
a private fund
manager’s fiduciary
duties allow or
require it to take ESG
considerations into
account in making
decisions. However,
given that these
duties are so contextspecific, the answer
to that question is
not straightforward.”

those legal duties may be mandatory.
However, in the context of a private
fund, where fund documents are
typically negotiated and investors are
largely sophisticated, regulators are
unlikely to entirely remove a manager’s
ability to agree to specific rules. So, for
example, the Alternative Investment
Fund Managers Directive in Europe lays
down some high-level obligations (for
example, to “act honestly, with due
skill, care and diligence” and “in the
best interests” of the funds) but leaves a
significant amount to be negotiated.

In the United States, if a manager
is investing ERISA assets, statutory
fiduciary duties may require the manager
to ignore limitations contained within
its appointment if such limits would
impair its ability to invest the assets
prudently or in the best interests of the
participants and beneficiaries for whom
it acts. However, recent guidance from
the Securities and Exchange Commission
on fiduciary duty makes clear that the
governing documents applicable to a
given investment management mandate
and related disclosures made to a client
are relevant in determining the practical
scope of what these duties mean for
a manager, and that sophisticated
investors can be expected to lay down
rules that shape the duties and, to some
degree, limit them.
This flexible approach to the application
of fiduciary duties is typical in much
of the common law world. As Lord
Upjohn said in the well-known case of
Boardman v. Phipps, decided by the UK
House of Lords in 1966, equitable rules
“have to be applied to such a great
diversity of circumstances that they can
be stated only in the most general terms
and applied with particular attention to
the exact circumstances of each case.”
Accordingly, for a fund manager trying
to decide what its approach should be
to ESG issues, the first port of call will
be the negotiated fund documentation
and related disclosure, subject to any
applicable legal or regulatory overlay.
Do these impose specific obligations to
take ESG matters into account, or give
rise to a reasonable expectation that
they will be? If so, is any such obligation
part of the manager’s duty to make
strong risk-adjusted returns for the fund
– in other words, it only bites on ESG
issues that could have a material impact
on performance – or does it qualify the
obligation to make strong returns and
limit the investments that can be made
even where the manager believes that
a given investment would generate
a positive return? If there is any such
obligation, it may well be a breach of
a manager’s fiduciary duties to a fund
not to take ESG issues into account. For
that reason, managers should be wary
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of promising to adopt a specific ESGfocused investment process unless they
are in a position to actually deliver it.
ESG commitments, once made, should
be honored, and fiduciary duty – far
from being a shield for a manager –
may be a line of attack for a disgruntled
ESG-conscious investor.
However, even assuming that the
investment mandate does not
specifically require ESG factors to be
taken into account by a manager when
making investment decisions for a
fund, ESG issues should usually still be
considered if the manager reasonably
believes that the ESG factors in question
will have an impact on (long- or shortterm) financial return or risk. If the
issue in question clearly goes to value,
or risk, failure to take it into account
could be a breach of the manager’s
duty. Many investors take the view that
long-term risk-adjusted returns are
likely to be better if at least certain ESG
factors – such as, for example, climate
change – are properly considered, and
there is mounting evidence to support
that view. For a private equity fund

“

Today, we see
private equity fund
managers’ specific
duties as regards
ESG issues adapting
and evolving,
along with wider
social and cultural
norms. That is partly
because ESG issues
are increasingly
having an impact
on the long-term
value of portfolio
companies...”
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manager with an exit timeline in mind,
the question may not be whether a
particular ESG factor affects value
today, but whether it is likely to affect
the price that could be obtained when
the expected holding period is coming
to an end. The world is inherently
unpredictable, but the negative impact
of some issues – and climate change
is perhaps the most obvious – is
foreseeable for certain business models.
Finally, in the event that there are
two similarly attractive investment
opportunities, with one differentiated
from the other by particular ESG
considerations, there is no reason why
an investment manager should not opt
for the investment that is “greener” or
more “socially responsible” than the
other (to the extent, of course, that
doing so will not, in the manager’s
reasonable opinion, harm financial
returns). Such a decision would be a
matter of preference for the manager,
rather than a legal obligation.
Today, we see private equity fund
managers’ specific duties in regard to
ESG issues adapting and evolving, along
with wider social and cultural norms.
That is partly because ESG issues are
increasingly having an impact on the
long-term value of portfolio companies,
especially as lawmakers respond to
specific social and environmental
problems (by banning them, or
taxing them) and consumers become
increasingly aware of the impact they
can have. It is also because financial
services regulators are focusing on
the duties of asset managers and
evolving the duties of managers to help
governments meet the challenges of the
21st century. Finally, it is because private
fund investors now routinely require
private fund managers to demonstrate
a responsible approach to investment
and stewardship. Private equity fund
managers have much to offer an ESGfocused investor and many have already
benefited from the inexorable trend
towards more responsible investment.

“

Private equity fund
managers have
much to offer an
ESG-focused investor
and many have
already benefited
from the inexorable
trend towards
more responsible
investment. Of
course, it makes
commercial sense
to deliver what
investors want.”

Of course, it makes commercial sense to
deliver what investors want. But private
fund managers increasingly recognize
that – if failing to take account of ESG
issues deprives the fund of some value,
or breaches a promise made while
fundraising – that may also be a breach
of their (context-specific) fiduciary duty.
And, as regulators increasingly focus
on ESG issues, the law will continue to
push asset managers in that direction.

About the Authors
Kenneth Berman is
Partner at Debevoise &
Plimpton

Lawrence Cagney is
Partner at Debevoise &
Plimpton

Simon Witney is Special
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Emerging Markets Funds: Not in Kansas
Anymore
By John Daghlian, Partner, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP

This article is not about the Abraaj
Group, but as the Abraaj train wreck
seems at last to be in the course of
resolution it seemed a good moment
to reflect on the current state of
emerging markets funds, particularly
those that are development institutionbacked. Before you read more of this
article you should take note that what
follows are my opinions, and not those
of my partners.
When I first worked in private equity,
I particularly enjoyed the emerging
markets work because it was so
much less formulaic, more open to
innovation, than regular venture
capital (VC) or private equity (PE). The
DFIs got exciting things done (I still
admire one intrepid CDC executive
who flew to Kabul in 2005 to
diligence an Afghan fund). The funds
and the deals were truly greenfield.
Communism vanished from Eastern
Europe, and Africa, Asia, and Latin
America were also open for business,
and intrepid people were investing.

Now? On the fundraising side, it all
feels rather hidebound and the legal
processes run with the efficiency
of the Tin Man after a rainstorm.
Lawyers routinely warn general
partners (GPs) about the pain of a DFI
fundraising and how clients just have
to grin and bear it, and survive to the
second fund and start making money
on the third. DFIs complain about
GP lawyers producing unreasonable
documents and failing to advise
their clients properly. Both have a
point. Certain GP-side lawyers are
remarkably tin-eared.
It feels like economic alignment
between emerging market GPs and
limited partners (LPs), at least in the
smaller funds, has been lost, while the
limited partnership agreements that
govern the funds are often unfit for
purpose. The latter should be easy to
fix, the former less so. Probably the
best way to describe a typical limited
partnership agreement for a new
DFI-backed GP is too little economic

“

On the fundraising
side, it all feels
rather hidebound
and the legal
processes run with
the efficiency of
the Tin Man after a
rainstorm.”

alignment and too many ill-thoughtthrough governance provisions that
do not provide the protection they
should (Abraaj provides a graphic
illustration of this).
This article focuses on economic
alignment. Governance and Abraaj
will be covered in another article.
Thankfully, fraudulent general
partners are rare. Economically
disinterested ones and the resulting
zombie funds are not.
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The Tyranny of Two and
Twenty, the Lash of Eight
Percent
It seems unthinkable to emerging
market investors that a fund should
have anything but a European fund
as a whole waterfall, with a 100
percent escrow account and worst
case release provisions, all with a
garnish of personal guarantees.
Unfortunately, this combination
back ends carried interest
distributions from here
to eternity in even the best
performing fund.1 These terms are
imposed slavishly in the toughest
markets in the world despite the
fact that in developed markets well
performing GPs have moved to very
different economics. Add to that the
8 percent compounding preferred
return, apparently mandated by
divine ordinance (again, often
varied in developed world funds and
sometimes dropped altogether), as
well as the fact that most funds are
exposed to local currency markets
but denominated in dollars,
and it is no wonder that so few
managers succeed in generating
carried interest.2
The plus side of this is that investors
are not going to be embarrassed
by losing money while GPs make
off with carry. And that is fine if
embarrassment is really that bad,
but I have a strong suspicion that
these terms do deter management
teams from entering the market. I
am certain I would not sign up ten
years of my life to pioneer private
equity in a tough market on those
terms, and, more to the point, the
terms surely do not make sense in
today’s market if it is the mission of
international finance development
institutions to encourage economic
growth. One of the most persistent
complaints of emerging market
investors is the lack of homes for
their cash.

Avoiding embarrassment is all very
well, but if the aim is to attract smart
teams into the market and to provide
real alignment, new thinking is
needed. When a compounding 8 per
cent hurdle on dollar-denominated
drawdowns is added to the local
currency effects, and the long road
to exit of most emerging or frontier
market investments (not many exit
opportunities in, say, Easter Island),
then carried interest can rapidly
become unreachable even in a
profitable fund. Then investors may
find themselves with a portfolio
managed by a disinterested team with
no incentive to stick around except
the management fee, which is often a
meager fare at best. Alignment is lost,
another zombie fund is spawned—if
zombies spawn.

Plan B: Click the Ruby
Slippers
There are lots of ways to incentivize
managers and maintain alignment
without being embarrassed as an
investor. The eight percent preferred
return on dollar drawdowns is a
particular problem. Alternatives?
Perhaps a fixed hurdle; return 1.25
times drawndown capital? Perhaps
1.33? Perhaps 1.33 for capital held
over six years? The fund will still be
in profit, so no embarrassment, but
GPs will not be chasing a vanishing
bogey.
Or, perhaps a hurdle—based on the
local currency returns of, say, the
rate of inflation plus four percent
regardless of dollar exchange rates—
arguably, true performance. Yes,
the fund might make losses in dollar
terms, but the GP will be rewarded
for success.
Another possibility is stepped carry.
At two percent preferred return, pay
five5 per cent carry, at four percent,
10 percent carry, at six percent,

15 percent, at eight percent, 20
percent. Actually, my preference for
carried interest would be to start
sharing once the fund is in profit,
paying some carried interest with no
preferred return, but tiering upwards
thereafter.
If investors are serious about
alignment and incentivization, why
not get rid of the retention account.
Clawback on European waterfall funds
is rarer than polar bears will soon be.
The added protection to investors from
a retention account is minimal. Or, if
investors feel naked without an escrow
account, be a bit daring and drop
the amount retained to 25 percent.
Clawback could be backstopped with
a management company guarantee,
if the manager has substance, or
personal guarantees if not, but not
joint and several and net of tax.
(Although personal guarantees always
seem a step too far).
How about going truly daring, and for
really tough emerging markets include
an element of true deal-by-deal
carried interest, say five percent with
no clawback? This is not a frivolous
suggestion. Many years ago a United
Kingdom (UK) government quango
was trying to get VC expertise into
investing in recycling. The relevant
body was made up of sophisticated
people, and they knew the market
was very tough and the fund very
small. Even if it performed well, the
absolute amount of carried interest
would not be huge. With eyes wide
open they agreed a substantial
true deal by deal carried interest.
As another example, UK GPs have
occasionally offered investors the
choice between funds with a standard
fund as a whole 80/20 carried
interest, and a pure deal by deal with
a 10 percent carried interest (pure
meaning no clawback or true up).

1. A worst case escrow release provision only allows money to be paid to the management team if they would still be entitled to it if all remaining investments had zero value and all
undrawn commitments were drawn and lost.
2. A recent survey, the accuracy of which seems doubtful to me, claims over 20 per cent of funds have no preferred return. Whether or not that number is accurate, there is no doubt that
successful managers have for a number of years been adding extra layers of carried interest, reducing or eliminating retention accounts and reducing or removing the preferred return.
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“

First-time GPs need proper advice with realistic expectations, or the lawyers
are just setting the client’s expectations too high and starting their relations
with their investors on a truly sour note.”

Skin in the Game
Obviously, alignment has two
components: carried interest and the
team’s commitment of capital. All
too often new teams are unable to
invest significant amounts of capital,
and one result of this is that if the
carry proves unreachable and their
co-investment is small, then there is
nothing except perhaps pride (and
the management fee, which may not
be generous) keeping them on board.
Perhaps a possible solution is for the
investors to lend the team an element
of the co-investment, with interest. A
portfolio can still be profitable without
hitting the hurdle and this could give
some upside of course, there are issues
that need thinking through, but they
are not rocket science).

Sweat or Sweet Equity
Another way to keep the team
engaged might be a small strip of
equity, at least in funds that have
leverage available (although leverage is
rare to nonexistent in many emerging
markets). For those unfamiliar with
sweet or sweat equity being used as
a carried interest alternative, it works
by the GP team buying a strip of the
equity in every deal, but none of the
preference shares or shareholder debt
put in by the fund, and benefitting
from any external leverage. In other
words, economically, they are typically
in the same position as the investee
company’s team.
With leverage the equity strip will
be valuable in a well-performing
deal, and wiped out in a poorly
performing one. The advantage of
this, if combined with a regular carried
interest, is that if the fund cannot hit
fund as a whole carried interest then
the team can be incentivized to stick
around by the carrot of a return on the
sweet equity.

When in Doubt Blame the
Lawyers
If investors resemble the inflexible
Tin Man, then a lot of lawyers come
closer to the brainless Straw Man,
but without the charm. Or the heart.
Although with better suits. Seriously,
legal brethren and sisthren, you are
doing your client a disservice if you
roll out your standard format “LPs
are the unworthy serfs of the
manager who need to be exploited
for their own good” limited
partnership agreement.
These agreements are often full of
egregious provisions, pre-clearing
more conflicts than I ever imagined
could exist and with assumed tax
rates for tax distributions based on
the highest marginal rate in any
known or imagined galaxy, regardless
of where the team are based (income
tax on Tatooine is eye watering,
apparently). Etc. ad infinitum.

Not in Kansas anymore
A great deal has happened in
emerging markets which would not
have occurred without DFIs being bold
innovative investors, but now there
definitely needs to be a recalibration
of approach on the legal terms, both
in economics and governance. A more
thoughtful approach is desirable in
both cases. Governance will be left for
the next article.
The private equity model is not broken
in the emerging markets, but it works
much less well than in North America
or Europe. Improving it requires only
some thought and imagination, not
the Wizard of Oz.

About the Author
John Daghlian is Partner,
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer
& Feld LLP

This is just not good lawyering
and over the years it has produced
a substantial backlash from any
LP lawyers who actually read the
documents, and also their clients, and
rightly so. First time GPs need proper
advice with realistic expectations, or
the lawyers are just setting the client’s
expectations too high and starting
their relations with their investors on
a truly sour note.
On further thought, perhaps the
lawyers resemble the Cowardly Lion.
Full of bluster about market practice
and how they always get these
provisions, but eventually (after many
chargeable hours) retreating once
rapped on the nose by investors.
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The Rise of Impact Investing: Making the
Case to Fiduciary Managers
By Thomas Brunner, Senior Counsel and General Counsel Emeritus, LeapFrog Investments

Impact investing is a powerful tool to
eradicate poverty, promote economic
development and address climate
change. Equally, impact is now winning
growing acceptance as an asset class
among investors. However, many
investment managers charged with a
fiduciary duty to pension plans or other
institutions continue to assume that
impact is inevitably unsuitable for them.
Can we demonstrate to such fiduciaries
that impact offerings can be proper and
even highly attractive alternative
investments? Because fiduciary standards
are often articulated as legal
requirements, impact investment lawyers
frequently must make this pitch. Based
on real world experience, this article
offers practical suggestions on how
impact lawyers can address fiduciary
concerns, fairly and on the merits.
Initially, we must recognize fiduciary
responsibilities as serious and
substantive. Pension managers make
decisions that materially affect the
financial well-being of people of
moderate means, often industrial
workers or teachers. We are addressing
not sterile legal formalism but rather
crucial obligations to real people. In this
context, those obligations translate into
a relentless focus on achieving financial
returns while preserving capital.
Fiduciaries often fear that impact
investing is an invitation to indulge
squishy, financially dubious social goals
that cannot be reconciled with their duty.
10
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In offering practical points, I downplay
the debate about whether fiduciary
standards should be fundamentally
reformulated to give explicit weight to
considerations beyond financial returns
and prudence. In real world interactions
with potential investors, we realistically
look to conventional fiduciary notions.
While projects that expressly rely on
concessionary terms are likely not
appropriate, many impact investments
can pass traditional fiduciary muster in
my experience. I have identified
six good, practical arguments – not
original to me – that can be made to
fiduciary investors in support of wellconceived, well-run impact investments.
None of these considerations require
the fiduciary to depart from orthodox
principles of prudent investment.
1. Where an impact business offers
services or goods that boost the
economic position or well-being of
low-income people, societal benefit
and profitability will be aligned and
correlated. Where a business improves
the lives of consumers, it is likely
to earn a profit and rapidly achieve
scale in its operations. Word spreads
fast and such businesses can do very
well. A soundly managed company
that materially lowers the cost of
working capital for tiny business
operations, for example, will prosper
and grow. A firm that provides
reliable, low-cost pharmaceuticals
in a developing country will have
comparable prospects. Broad swaths

of consumer-oriented companies
in emerging markets are similarly
positioned. This insight is
probably the key one in looking at
impact opportunities.
2. Many socially-oriented businesses will
attract and retain top-notch staff.
Worldwide, top recent graduates who
are motivated by more than
a paycheck are drawn to impact
businesses. More broadly, across the
entire “war for talent,” these firms are
highly advantaged. The “best” people
want to work for them because they
find that their objectives enhance their
work satisfaction. The resulting
difference in company capabilities
is often massive. The quality of staff is
a crucial determinant of business
success, particularly for new or fastgrowing firms. Social businesses are
also more resistant to the plagues
of corruption, embezzlement, and
other misconduct that are common in
emerging countries.
3. Social businesses may draw on
distinctive forms of support.
International development finance
institutions such as the International
Finance Corporation or the US
Development Finance Corporation
(until recently OPIC) provide
accessible, low-cost financing for
impact firms, sometimes at large scale.
Private investors in those firms benefit
materially from that financial boost.
International support can also take
other forms, e.g. training and

“

There is a good argument that the benefits of a merely exclusionary universal
ownership strategy, no tobacco, no weapons, are too limited to be meaningful
and only through affirmative impact investing can the strategy really work.”

networking. We can also hope that
local governmental policy will favor
companies that aid poor people,
improve the environment or provide
other social value, recognizing that it
is naïve to expect a universal public
policy tilt in favor of social enterprises.

4. Impact projects are sources of
investment diversification for
developed country investors. Fiduciary
investors in the US, Europe, Japan,
and Australia are appropriately
concerned that various investment
sectors will turn down together in
response to economic developments.
Some emerging market investments,
e.g. those tied to the production
of commodities for export, are also
highly synchronized with economic
cycles in wealthier countries. By
contrast, most impact businesses
are far less correlated to developed
world financial trends. The value of
a business furnishing decentralized
alternative energy in Malawi or
Cambodia is not closely tied to the
vagaries of the S&P 500 or the Nikkei
Index. Under conventional investment
analysis, fiduciaries commonly
accept lower returns from diversified
investments that are not correlated
to major financial markets. That same
perspective appropriately applies to
impact investments.
5. In many cases, emerging and frontier
countries are growing faster than
developed countries. The pace of
economic growth in many of the
countries where impact investment
opportunities arise are sharply
higher than those in the US, Western
Europe or Japan. While growth
at a macro-economic level does
automatically translate into success
at the company level, it boosts
impact companies’ prospects. Not all
emerging and frontier economies are
doing well but impact opportunities
tend to be in those that are at least
reasonably successful.

6. Businesses that provide valuable
services to people who are emerging
from poverty are likely to be more
resilient than many other businesses
because the underlying demand
is more sustained and reliable.
A competently-managed, low-cost
seller of basic supplies in rural areas
is inherently more robust than a
mining company tied to the vagaries
of international commodity markets.
Looking at the business models of
impact businesses through the prism
of investment risk mitigation, they
often pose clearly lower downside
risks than alternative investments.
These six selling points do not urge the
prospective investor to move beyond
traditional notions of fiduciary
investment. However, it may also be
worth pointing to two considerations
that are just a bit more expansive in
their perspective without calling for
a radical recalibration of fiduciary
expectations.
First, investing in impact opportunities
may enhance the investor’s reputation
and heighten stakeholders’ regard for
the institution. Such reputational gains
may have economic benefits through
boosting stakeholders’ commitment to
the institution or attracting new
participants to its programs. We are not
urging fiduciaries to jettison traditional
standards; this consideration sensibly
comes into play close to the margin but
many investment choices are made
precisely at that margin.
Second, many large fiduciary investors
have embraced the concept of
“universal ownership.” Applied to
the evaluation of more conventional
investment opportunities, this approach
evaluates the long-term externalities of
a possible investee business, most
commonly pollution but also health
effects and other considerations,
in deciding whether to invest in a

company. This perspective seeks to
weigh the effects of the activities
supported by an investment on
economic value over many years,
i.e. meaningful gains in health will
strengthen a society’s economy. In the
impact context, universal ownership
focuses more on the positive than the
negative: will the company materially
improve the environment or health
or combat poverty? There is a good
argument that the benefits of a merely
exclusionary universal ownership
strategy, no tobacco, no weapons,
are too limited to be meaningful
and only through affirmative impact
investing can the strategy really work.
In any case, universal ownership has
been embraced by the Japanese and
Norwegian state retirement plans, the
world’s largest fiduciary investors, and
by well-known institutions including
the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan and
CalPERS. While those gigantic plans
can aim to have a meaningful impact
worldwide, a fiduciary based in a single
country or US state may aspire to a
comparable effect locally. Equally, an
investor that is heavily invested in one
developing country may appropriately
apply a universal ownership analysis to
opportunities there.
Overall, the case for impact investing
can be made effectively to fiduciaries.
The investee company needs to
be strong and credibly targeting
market-level returns but amongst the
many impact funds and businesses
meeting those standards are
numerous opportunities that prudent,
thoughtful fiduciary investors can and
should embrace.
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Illiquidity in African Stock Markets
A Challenge for Private Equity
By Tom Trimble, Partner and John Bryant, Counsel, Winston & Strawn LLP

In the world of private equity, the
success of an investor’s deployment of
capital depends greatly on the investor’s
ability to earn a return on investments
through dividends and distributions
and/or to sell the investments for a
profit within a finite period of time. In a
mature market such as the United States
or Europe, the sale of an investment is
commonly affected by private equity
investors through an “exit” via the
public stock markets. In Africa, however,
private equity investors have largely
relied upon private trade sales to realize
investment returns due to the difficulty
in achieving timely public placements
in the African markets. The inability to
exit African securities markets is largely
attributable to the lack of liquidity in
these markets. So, what are some of
the causes of this illiquidity and what is
being done about it?
The African public securities market
is comprised of a large number of
small, dispersed stock exchanges
spread across the continent – 29
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separate “national” exchanges and
two “regional” exchanges. Based on
recent data, the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange is the largest stock exchange
in Africa by far with approximately 357
listed companies1 and a total market
cap in excess of USD 940 million. This
is only a fraction of the size of a major
international stock market such as
the New York Stock Exchange – with
approximately 2,800 listed companies2
and a total market cap in excess of USD
28 trillion.3 African stock exchanges can
be generally described as having (i) a
small number of stock listings and low
daily trading volumes, (ii) inefficiencies
and parochial trading systems
resulting in high transaction costs,
(iii) non-digitized trading platforms,
and (iv) legal barriers to international
participation – a majority of these
stock markets require that investors be
citizens or residents of the applicable
country, which results in prohibiting
even intra-Africa trading.4 And there is,
of course, an overlay of macroeconomic

and political vagaries that plague all of
these markets.
There are a number of regulatory,
technical, and macroeconomic barriers
that individually and in combination
restrict liquidity in African stock
markets. Regulatory barriers that need
to be addressed include (i) prohibitions
against market participation by
investors outside of Africa, (ii) barriers
that prevent investors from one African
country from investing in another
African country’s stock exchange, (iii)
foreign exchange restrictions and local
currency instability, and (iv) an absence
of laws which permit the kinds of
trading activity that promote liquidity
– such as short-selling and securities
lending and borrowing. This lack of
regulation is due in part to the mindset
of the national regulators who are
predominantly focused on protecting
against the “downside risk” to
investors (including pension funds) as
opposed to promoting liquidity in the
market. Also, many of these regulators,
with good intention, have sought to

import regulatory frameworks from
more mature markets – for example,
the United States and the United
Kingdom. The problem with this
approach is that these more developed
legal frameworks are designed to
prevent the kind of potential “bad
behavior” that exists in more mature
markets like the United States where
more advanced trading activities, such
as derivatives trading, occur. Such
so-called “best practices” inherited
from Europe and the United States
have been brought into the less
mature African stock markets seeking
to prevent more sophisticated investor
behavior which does not exist yet in
these markets. So, ironically, these
more advanced regulations inhibit the
kind of liquidity which is necessary for
the less mature African stock markets
to grow and mature.
Technical barriers are also a major
contributor to the liquidity problem.
Such barriers result from the use
of inefficient and/or outdated
technology to operate and run trading
platforms. When stock markets invest
in technology – such as algorithms
to digitize various trading processes
and systems – they attract more
participants, which in turn increases
the volume of trade and liquidity. A
number of components comprise the
concept of a market being digitized,
such as manual order execution as
opposed to the “open outcry” method,
manual paper-based processes such
as settlement of orders, and “direct
market access,” which removes
intermediaries and allows investors
more control over their orders.5
While digitized trading platforms are
becoming more prevalent among the
largest African stock markets, the
majority of such stock markets are not
yet digitized, or are still in the process
of becoming digitized.6 However, as
exchanges continue to add digital
components, each incremental step
“can significantly reduce execution
costs, transaction speed, and market
transparency,”7 which attract more
participants and thereby add liquidity
to such markets.

In addition to legal and technical
impediments to market growth, many
African countries face macroeconomic
and political problems which also
hamper the growth of their countries’
securities markets. Nigeria, for example,
has just recently recovered from a
prolonged economic slump and suffers
from weakened currency against
the major international currencies.
In South Africa, recent and ongoing
violence against foreign nationals has
reawakened xenophobic fears and the
boycotting of foreign owned businesses
in the country. Kenya, a country which
has recently experienced economic
growth, is a market which has long
been challenged with corruption. In
neighboring Tanzania, in spite of GDP
growth over the last couple of decades,
the country remains challenged with
high poverty levels and the inability
to diversify from a predominantly
agricultural-driven economy.

“

In addition to
legal and technical
impediments to
market growth,
many African
countries face
macroeconomic
and political
problems which
also hamper the
growth of their
countries’ securities
markets.”

There is fairly common agreement
among private equity investors about
the ingredients needed for increasing
the much-needed liquidity in the
African stock markets. First, there needs
to be meaningful amounts of capital
to attract investors to the market.
Simply put, there needs to be more
money flowing through the system.

Second, the markets need regulatory
environments that incentivize investors
to trade “in and out” of the stock
exchanges. Third, these countries
also need monetary policy and laws
which will allow foreign capital into
the market and provide strong foreign
exchange capacity and local currency
convertibility. To some extent, one
could say that there is a need to
deregulate in many of these African
markets – to modify existing regulations
that constrain the liquidity needed
to grow the markets and allow them
to be viable. Bryce Fort, a principal at
the industry-leading African private
equity fund manager, Emerging Capital
Partners, comments, “As regulators
across various African markets begin to
adjust their focus more on promoting
liquidity in the markets as contrasted
with down side risk protectionist
policies, we will likely start to see
new legislation that will promote
the increase of market cash flow and
the number of listed companies and,
consequently, more opportunity for
private equity funds to utilize African
stock exchanges for their exits.”
Finally, what then is currently being
done to address the liquidity problem
in the African stock markets? First,
some governments, like Kenya, for
example, are trying to pass laws which
allow short-selling and securities
lending and borrowing. Many
governments are also trying to put tax
incentives in place, such as allowing
transaction costs to be deducted or
providing for exemptions from transfer
taxes. Second, there is a significant
effort underway to digitize stock
exchanges, which has been effective
in the seven or eight primary African
stock markets. Successful digitization
will allow for a number of benefits,
including seamless cross-border
sales, faster transaction execution
times, and lower trading costs. Lastly,
market reform programs are being
pursued by some of the national stock
markets and related market-based
organizations. There are essentially
two tracks of reform activity currently
underway, which combined, are aimed
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“

...perhaps the
most significant
linkage effort
underway is the
recently launched
African Exchanges
Linkage Project
(AELP), which
is being jointly
developed by the
African Securities
and Exchanges
Association
and the African
Development
Bank.”

at addressing the liquidity problem.
The first track involves the reform
programs initiated by the individual
country stock markets – such as
Nigeria, Kenya, and Casablanca, which
are three of the most proactive. Several
of these markets are exploring and
developing new rules to allow for
short-selling and cross-border trading

of securities. The second track involves
so-called “linkage” programs, which
are designed to solve the problem of
small market size and limited capital
flow by “linking” several stock markets
together.
There are a few regional “linkage”
programs currently operating in Africa
on a small scale, but perhaps the most
significant linkage effort underway is
the recently launched African Exchanges
Linkage Project (AELP), which is being
jointly developed by the African
Securities and Exchanges Association
and the African Development Bank. The
AELP was officially launched in 2018 and
is still in its initial phase of organization
and development. This summer, the
AELP began to put together technical
and legal committees which will be
focused on various work streams,
including the development of rules and
procedures for the functioning and
coordination of trading activities of the
linked exchanges. The AELP has also
received a funding grant of USD 980
million from the Korea-Africa Economic
Cooperation Fund.
The primary goal of the AELP is to link
the seven largest stock exchanges in
Africa, namely Casablanca, Nigeria,
Kenya, Johannesburg, Egypt, Mauritius,
and the Regional Securities Exchange
SA (BVRM). By linking these seven
exchanges, brokers from one stock

market will be permitted to place
trades on another “linked” stock
market. Additionally, the AELP will
work to educate and influence national
regulators to advance pro-market rules
such as short-selling and securities
lending to promote liquidity. Although
programs such as the AELP will take
many months to have significant effect
on African stock markets, they appear
to have the support of the investment
community, especially Africa-focused
private equity funds which greatly
need these markets to grow in order
to provide meaningful returns to their
investors. “We applaud the efforts of
the ADB and the ASEA in promoting
growth in the African stock markets,”
added Fort. “Programs like the AELP can
contribute greatly to advance equity
investment in the African continent and
untap greatly needed additional sources
of capital.”
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Nigeria: Deal Structuring Considerations
under the Federal Competition and Consumer
Protection Act 2019
By Folake Elias-Adebowale, Partner, Faridah Orimobi, Senior Associate and Chukwunedum Orabueze and
Damilola Adedoyin, Associates at Udo Udoma & Belo-Osagie
Industry analysts had predicted that
factors such as macroeconomic recovery
in oil production and prices and relative
political stability following the April
elections would result in concomitant
boosts in GDP growth, business
confidence, and M&A and IPO deal
making (including cross-border private
equity (PE) transactions) in Nigeria
in 2019. Available deal data for the
Nigerian PE sector in the last 18 months
appears to lend credence to such
predictions, with notable transactions
announced including LeapFrog’s
investment in ARM Pensions, The Carlyle
Group’s investment in Wakanow.com,
continuing investment following the
merger of Access Bank plc and Diamond
Bank plc, Vectis and AGL’s investment
in Leventis, AFIG’s investment in NEM
Insurance plc, the CDC Group plc’s
investment in CCAGF, and Verod’s
investment in DayStar Power Limited,
among others.

Competition and Consumer Protection
Act on January 30 2019 (‘’the Act’’).
The Act establishes the Federal
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (the ‘’Commission’’)
and the Competition and Consumer
Protection Tribunal and seeks to
promote competition in the Nigerian
markets at all levels by eliminating
monopolies, prohibiting abuse of
a dominant market position, and
penalizing other restrictive trade
and business practices. In addition
to establishing a framework for
competition and antitrust regulation,
the Act repealed the Consumer
Protection Council Act and also the
merger control provisions of the
Investments and Securities Act, which
had hitherto given the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)
primary authority to regulate merger
controls in Nigeria. The Commission has
assumed the role of the principal merger
control regulator in Nigeria.

Notwithstanding such discernible
evidence of continuing investor
optimism, however, PE and other
investors continue to flag legal,
regulatory, and compliance challenges
as key impediments to consummating
transactions and doing business in
Nigeria. In a bid to improve the ease
of doing business within its borders,
Nigeria’s recent regulatory reform drive
has birthed several initiatives relevant to
PE deal structuring in Nigeria including
a currently stunted review of Nigeria’s
companies’ legislation, the issuance of a
Nigerian Code of Corporate Governance
2018, and the enactment of the Federal

In this note, we focus narrowly on some
immediate implications of the Act for
mergers and acquisitions (including
private equity) transactions in Nigeria.
What is a merger under the Act?
Under the Act, any transaction
that results in the direct or indirect
acquisition of control over the whole
or part of the business of another
undertaking is notifiable if the thresholds
are met. The Act includes within its
definition of a merger, share purchases,
share leases, asset purchases, asset
leases, amalgamations, or combinations
as potentially notifiable to the

Commission. The definition of a merger
has been expanded to specifically include
joint ventures as notifiable transactions.
The Act, however, does not specify at
what point a new joint venture must be
notified, which makes it arguable that
the mere creation of a joint venture,
without more, may not constitute a
notifiable transaction.
Classification of Mergers. The Act,
however, expressly provides for ‘’small’’
mergers (threshold of NGN 1 billion1)
and ‘’large’’ mergers (with a threshold
of NGN5 billion2 or more). It excludes
mention of a category of intermediate
mergers (i.e. mergers between NGN1
billion and NGN5 billion) which had
hitherto been identified and provided
for under the ISA. The language of the
relevant provisions appears to suggest
that only large mergers are notifiable.
The Commission may, however, within
(six) months after a small merger is
implemented, require the parties to that
merger to notify it of the transaction
at its discretion, and no further steps
to implement the merger may be taken
until the merger has been approved
by the Commission. Notably, however,
it appears that the Commission
currently applies the existing Rules and
Regulations of the SEC (which provide
for intermediate mergers) in the review
of pending transactions in practice. Its
approval will, therefore, be required
where the threshold for a ‘’small
merger’’ (i.e. NGN 1 billion) is exceeded.
The Commission, however, reserves the
statutory power to issue regulations
prescribing (or modifying) thresholds for
each type of merger.

1. USD3.2 million using the prevailing currency exchange rate as at September 21st 2019
2. USD16.3 million using the prevailing currency exchange rate as at September 21st 2019
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Joint Review of Applications. On May
3 2019, the Commission and the
SEC issued a joint notice on mergers,
acquisitions and other business
combinations pursuant to the Act
which stated that all notifications or
filings will be reviewed in accordance
with the existing SEC regulations,
guidelines, and fees. Unless otherwise
determined by the Commission, the
Commission and the SEC currently have
joint regulatory oversight to review
mergers. The Commission will, however,
be responsible for granting all formal
approvals and all applicable fees will
be payable to it (even where fees are
shared with the SEC). The joint desk is
a transitional arrangement to ensure
continuing and seamless commercial
and market operations until the
Commission appoints commissioners
and passes its own regulations.
Procedure for a Large Merger. Unlike
the position under the ISA, the Act does
not require a court sanction for the
approval of a large merger. The court
sanction under the ISA, provided for
the transfer of the assets, undertakings
and liabilities of the transferee to the
transferor; the dissolution, without
winding up of the transferor; and the
continuation by the transferee of any
legal proceedings pending by or against
the transferor. It will be interesting to see
whether the regulations issued by the
Commission will require parties to obtain
a court sanction prior to the approval of
the merger, and if it does not, whether
the Commission will insist after the
transition period, that merging entities
obtain a court sanction as part of the
conditions for approving their merger.
Timeline for the grant of an approval.
The Commission has 20 business
days from the day it is notified by the
parties to a small merger to approve
the merger. The Commission may, by
notice to all the parties, extend the
approval period by a single period not
exceeding 40 business days. Where
the Commission neither approves nor
prohibits the merger within 20 business
days, or within 60 business days in the
case of an extension, the merger shall
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“

From a deal structuring perspective, the Act
introduces significant changes in the regulatory
landscape for private equity and other transactions
in (or having effect within) Nigeria.”

be deemed approved. With respect to
larger mergers, the Commission has 60
business days from the day it is notified
of the merger by the parties, to approve
the merger. The Commission may by
notice to all the parties extend the
approval period to 120 business days
(including the initial 60 business day
period). Where the Commission neither
approves nor prohibits the merger
within 60 business days, or within
120 business days (in the case of an
extension), the merger shall be deemed
to have been approved.
Challenge of the Commission’s
Decision. It is important to note that
the Commission has the power to
revoke its approval, and to prohibit the
implementation of any merger. Any
entity aggrieved with the Commission’s
decision in relation to a merger may
file an application for review before
the Competition and Consumer
Protection Tribunal (Tribunal). If such
an entity succeeds at the Tribunal, it is
required to register the ruling at the
Federal High Court, for the purpose
of enforcement. In the event that the
aggrieved entity loses at the Tribunal, it
may appeal to the Court of Appeal and
further appeal to the Supreme Court
where necessary.
Regulation of offshore equity and asset
transactions deemed to have effect in
Nigeria. The Act expressly provides that
the approval of the Commission will be
required if the acquisition of shares or
other assets outside Nigeria will result in
the change of control, whether directly or
indirectly, of a business, part of a business
or any asset of a business in Nigeria. This
means that where a foreign transaction
(e.g. involving a holdco) will result in
a change of control (whether direct or
indirect) of a Nigerian entity, the approval
of the Commission will be required.

Conclusion
From a deal structuring perspective, the
Act introduces significant changes in the
regulatory landscape for private equity
and other investment transactions in (or
having effect within) Nigeria. It endows
the Commission with extensive powers.
Several of which are yet to be properly
defined or to be the subject of definitive
judicial interpretation, or which will, in
our view, require harmonization with
or restructuring of existing sectoral
regulations and processes. Notably, the
Act imposes significant general penalties
on companies as well as their directors
that fail to comply with its provisions,
including fines as high as 10% of annual
turnover in the preceding business year
for defaulting corporate entities and, in
addition, individual fines and potential
imprisonment of up to 2 years for
directors of such companies.
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Private Credit Strategies and the Brazilian
Restructuring Law
By Antonio Felix de Araujo Cintra and João Busin, Partners at TozziniFreire Advogados

Brazil is currently resurfacing from
what could be viewed as one of the
Country’s most prolonged political and
macroeconomic crisis, with some large
local companies facing severe credit
restrictions. In this context, the Chinese
saying, “there is an opportunity in every
crisis” has never been as appropriate
in Brazil as it has been over the past
couple of years.
With the recession came the
development of an actual distressed
debt, direct lending, and special
situations industry, adding a new
strategy to the local alternatives
ecosystem.
According to data released by EMPEA in
Brazil’s Data Insight, GPs raised a record
USD2.1 billion for distressed debt, direct

lending, and special situations funds —
more than quadruple the amount raised
over the preceding 12 years combined1.
These numbers are not restricted to
players with a reputation on private
credit / special situations’ strategies
– such as the likes of Jive Asset
Management and Canvas Capital. They
are rather largely represented by private
credit / special situations’ funds raised
by GPs traditionally recognized for their
Private Equity, Infrastructure and/or Real
Estate strategies, such as HSI, Patria
Investimentos, and Siguler Guff. These
traditional houses generally conceive
their private credit / special situations’
operation as an anticyclical strategy that
has the purpose of supporting their core
Private Equity, Venture Capital, Real
Estate, and Infrastructure strategies.

1. https://www.empea.org/app/uploads/2019/04/brazil_data_insight_Q4_2018_member.pdf

“

With the
recession came
the development
of an actual
distressed debt,
direct lending, and
special situations
industry, adding a
new strategy to the
local alternatives
ecosystem.”

With a solid track record in Brazil,
sponsors that have decided to enter this
industry can leverage from their ability
to renegotiate debt and restructure the
main following types of targets:
i. Companies / business under financial
distress, with high indebtedness and/
or credit issues. For instance, many
Brazilian companies involved in the
core of the ‘car wash’ investigation
(Operação Lava Jato) faced severe
difficulties to repay contracted
debt as a consequence of (a) early
maturity triggered by the fact that
these companies faced criminal
charges; and (b) authorities imposing
measures to freeze the assets held
by these companies, including funds
deposited in their bank accounts;
ii. Companies / business under
temporary financial distress, which is
relatively common for capex intensive
growth businesses;
iii. Companies / business operating
in segments that are not covered
/ backed by capital and financial
markets. Several innovation
companies in Brazil struggled to
get access to credit, simply because
banks and other financial players
didn’t properly understand the
business;
iv. Companies facing corporate
governance issues (conflicts / disputes
amongst shareholders, forced
sale of assets, forced liquidation
etc.). Brazil’s economy is still very
fragmented, with several familyowned business across the country;
v. Non-core assets on sale or to be
discontinued by a larger economic
group. Similarly to the global
2007 credit crunch, many Brazilian
companies (including those involved
in the ‘car wash’ investigation)
started to shrink their balance sheets,
with the purpose of focusing in their
core activities in order to regain
traction; and

vi. Underperforming portfolio assets
belonging to private equity & venture
capital funds achieving their vintage.
This is particularly common in Brazil
especially because how the funds
are structured. Several local – and
even some international - sponsors
raise their funds (or Brazil-focused
funds) in the form of FIPs – Fundos
de Investimentos em Participações,
which are closed-ended funds,
meaning that the carried interest is
only paid to investors in the end /
liquidation of the fund. Therefore,
in some cases these sponsors “flashsell” these underperforming assets in
order to be able to pay the carry.
The higher risks associated with
these strategies obviously demand
that sponsors seek higher returns.
These returns accrue by purchasing
these assets at a deep discount,
by streamlining critical operational
issues and financial obligations, upon
employment of stringent liability
management, and by creation of
vigorous and effective governance
structures among others.
One thing that all these measures have
in common is a requirement of true
activism by the fund. Therefore, in
most cases these funds would prefer
acquiring control or at least ensure that
they have control over management and
key strategic drivers of the respective
targets, with a package normally
comprised by the right to appoint
“C-suite” level management, board
members, and veto rights.
The Brazilian Bankruptcy and Insolvency
Act, approved by Law No. 11,101/2005
(Brazilian Insolvency Act) has become
an important ally to private credit
/ special situations funds, more
specifically because of the possibility
of sale of assets under a judicial
reorganization process.

“

The higher risks
associated with
these strategies
obviously demand
that sponsors seek
higher returns.”

Subject to certain conditions2, any
debtor may apply for a judicial
reorganization if it faces a financial
crisis. If the legal requirements are so
fulfilled pursuant to a court decision,
the reorganization proceeding
begins. All lawsuits and foreclosure
proceedings filed against the debtor
are suspended for 180 days3.
Upon publication of a formal notice
about the process containing some
details about it4, creditors may file a
claim to the administrator appointed
to handle in order to challenge the
amount and/or the creditors’ rank
(based upon certain criteria set out by
Brazilian law) listed by the debtor.
Meanwhile, within 60 days counted
from the notice publication debtor
must submit a reorganization plan.
If debtor fails to present the plan
or delays its presentation, debtor is
declared bankrupt. If any creditor
challenges the plan, the court would
convene a Creditors’ General Meeting
where creditors may:
i.

Approve the plan as proposed;

ii. Approve an amended version of
the plan, provided that debtor
accepts the changes; or
iii. Deny the plan, in which case the
company is declared bankrupt.
This process entails a clear incentive
for private credit / special situation
funds that is the ability of debtor
to sell a “separate business unit,”

2. The request must be accompanied by several documents and information, including (i) explanations about the financial difficulties faced by the debtor, (ii) financial statements, (iii) a list
of creditors, (iv) a list of employees, (v) a list of the assets belonging to the managers and the controlling shareholder of the debtor, (vi) a list of the lawsuits filed against the debtor etc.
3. There are some credits that are not submitted to the effects of the judicial reorganization, such as: tax credits, creditors with title to assets and foreign exchange contracts.
4. Such as summary of the request made by the debtor, list of creditors, and a term for creditors to challenge the process or request adjustments.
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provided that, in addition of being
outlined in the plan, the court so
authorizes the sale.
If sale of this “separate business unit”
occurs by means of a judicial auction,
the winning bidder is entitled to
acquire it free and clear of any liens
and encumbrances, and without
any succession regarding to any
indebtedness, including tax and labor
liabilities. The most obvious benefits
brought by this exemptions are:
i.

Avoidance of a lengthy and
cumbersome due diligence process
to assess the level of risks presented
by liabilities;

ii. Avoidance of the burden of
having to manage liabilities and
indemnification procedures; and
iii. Direct impact on potential returns
generated by the asset, in view of
the respective cost savings.
It is also possible that the sale is not
made by means of a judicial auction,
although purchaser would not benefit
from the liability exemptions that
are granted in as a consequence of
an acquisition in the context of a
competitive process. The benefit is
that purchaser would have more
certainty about the feasibility of
acquiring the asset. It may well be
sensible to follow this path depending

“

As this alternative industry has just started to take
shape in Brazil, it is a matter of time to see a more
solid and recurring deal flow with this profile.”

on the magnitude of liabilities
incumbent upon debtor, in which case
purchaser may try to mitigate risks
by including strong indemnification
provisions in the respective Stock
Purchase Agreement (SPA). However,
insolvency of seller may affect buyer’s
indemnification rights, considering that,
amongst other things, failure of debtor
to deliver anything addressed in the
plan within the statutory 2-year term
for implementing the plan may result in
debtor’s bankruptcy.
According to data released by Serasa
Experian, a credit data company, only
in 2018 1.408 entrepreneurs filed for
judicial recovery in Brazil5.
Since the introduction of the concept
of judicial recovery in 2005 there have
been some successful cases of sales of
“separate business units”, but still not
many involving a significant participation
of private credit / special situation funds.
As an interesting example, a few years
ago the Canada-based global alternative
investment manager Brookfield
attempted to structure a Debtor-inPossession Financing for acquiring

Invepar, a company that has concessions
to operate some transportation assets,
including Guarulhos Airport. However,
the transaction did not go through
because local pension funds vetoed
the plan.
As this alternative industry has just
started to take shape in Brazil, it is a
matter of time to see a more solid and
recurring deal flow with this profile.
Players who raised capital or that are
in the process of raising capital for this
class will certainly be well positioned in
the competition for the best assets.
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Addressing Impact Intentionality and
Accountability in Fund Formation Documents:
Trends and Challenges
By Katherine Lahnstein, General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer, SEAF
Impact Investing is the act of investing
with the intent to measurably
contribute positive social, economic,
and/or environmental impacts while
still achieving financial returns.1 The
underlying concepts to Impact Investing
have been part of investment ethos for
over one hundred years, and socially
responsible investing for even longer.
Socially responsible investments
took on a negative screening aspect
in developed countries, particularly
the US, in the Vietnam Era, amidst
the protests over defense spending.2
In the 1970s and 1980s, socially
responsible investors began including
environmental, social, and corporate
governance (ESG) requirements, as
opposed to just negative screening.
Today, however, socially-conscious
investing can be categorized more
precisely – from socially responsible
(negative screening and/or including
ESGs) to Impact Investing, which
requires three elements: intent,
contribution, and measurable
improvement.3
Intent separates both socially conscious
and impact investors apart from
traditional investors. Investments
are chosen with the intent to achieve
a social or environmental goal.
Contribution, as recently defined by
the International Finance Corporation
(IFC), is the difference the investor
makes to the portfolio company or the
market. The investor provides value
addition to positively affect portfolio
company activities – quantitatively
or qualitatively – in ways that cause

a positive difference in social and
environmental outcomes.4 Finally,
Measurement allows investors to make
decisions based on the outcomes
affected by the investment by providing
tangible analysis.5
Impact investors must make express the
intentionality of the impact and institute
the mechanisms for accountability.
This article addresses the practicalities
and challenges of codifying intent,
contribution, and measurement into
fund formation documents.

Structuring the Fund:
Fund Formation Documents
to Address, Monitor, and
Evaluate Impact
Fund formation documents can vary,
but the essential items will likely include
a resolution from the sponsor’s board,
private placement memo, term sheet,
and associative document such as a
limited liability company agreement or
a limited partnership agreement. Each

of these provides an opportunity to
describe the fund’s intent, contribution,
and measurement mechanism.
A resolution from the Board of Directors
of the sponsor of the fund is one way
to authorize both the creation of the
fund, and the form and manner of
participation by the institution creating
such a fund. The resolution provides
an opportunity for the architects of
the fund to communicate the intent
and expectation of the impact to be
achieved by the fund. Such a resolution
might include instructions by phase.
For example, prior to fund launch, the
Board might require the fund team
create a theory of change. During
the holding period, the Board might
require annual surveys against specific
metrics. Finally, during harvest, the
Board might require exit surveys to
assess the result of the intended impact,
and an assessment on the buyer of the
portfolio company and its potential for
ongoing impact.

1. Modified from IFC definition in its Guide to Investing for Impact: Operating Principles for Impact Management, Oct. 2018 at 1.
2. https://www.nytimes.com/1985/04/13/nyregion/protests-at-columbia-students-and-issues-have-changed-since-the-60-s.html; accessed August 1, 2019
3. Creating Impact: The Promise of Impact Investing, IFC, April 2019 at 3.
4. Id., at 3.
5. Id., at 10.
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The private placement memorandum
(PPM) includes the terms of the fund
but also, critically to this discussion,
the investment guidelines. Investment
guidelines are common to fund
formation documents – whether a
socially conscious investment or not.
These guidelines can include anything
from geographic to sector restrictions
and combinations thereof. To be an
Impact Investment fund these guidelines
must include the impact intent. Here,
the fund architect will put down in hard
figures the fund’s intent to improve a
particular social outcome, in specific
measurable metrics, for example number
of jobs, number of women hired, or
number of health services provided.
The PPM also provides the opportunity
to propose what the contribution
will be. A credible impact investment
thesis will postulate that, but for the
contribution, a different (and lesser)
outcome would occur. For example, for
an investment in a financial services
aggregation company, the PPM could
outline how the financial contribution
will enable the company to sell more
products and services, with higher
margins, tying that success specifically
to the investment. Finally, measurement
– what indices or factors will be
tracked – should also be addressed in
the PPM, as setting up that intention
at the outset provides impetus to the
investment team to search out investees
that are amenable to measurement and
will benefit from the intended impact.
The term sheet is where most
negotiating with investors will occur,
and therefore provides the most
potential for slippage in the impact
goals. It is critical to capture the same
intent, contribution, and measurement
indices promised in the PPM here
in the term sheet. The challenge is
that The fund creator must prevent
erosion of the intent, contribution, and
measurement goals outlined in the PPM
as a fallout of such negotiations.

The investment agreement – which
may be a Shareholders’ Agreement,
a Limited Partnership Agreement,
a Limited Liability Company
Agreement, or other – is the most
critical tool in framing the impact
of the fund. Here, the promises and
expectations of the PPM and the
term sheet are realized and set with
authority, instructing the investment
team and shaping the investments.
The investment agreement must
include the investment intent, the
contribution that will be made, and
the periodic measurements required to
demonstrably link the contribution to
the intent and therefore the impact.

Emerging Trends: Tools for
Measuring Impact
Measurable metrics are critical to
measuring impact. The Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), a collection
of 17 global goals set by the United
Nations General Assembly in 2015
for the year 2030 are nearly industry
standard for impact measurement
and analysis. They are broad enough
to allow Funds to link to almost any
goal to best reflect the fund’s impact
strategy. To measure the impact on the
SDGS though, one must have a tool. It
is reasonable not every tool available to
the industry will be useful to every kind
of Fund. The following tools are useful
in a variety of settings.
Small Enterprise Assistance Fund’s
(SEAF) Gender Equality Scorecard©
(GES) is a proprietary tool SEAF
uses to assess women’s economic
empowerment and gender equality
within individual investment
opportunities and portfolio companies
for select SEAF funds. This rating
system is structured around six
gender equality vectors: pay equity,
workforce participation, leadership and
governance, benefits and professional
development, workplace environment,
and women-powered value chains.

SEAF uses the GES© for multiple
purposes. First, as a screening
tool to identify companies already
demonstrating a commitment to
gender equality. Second, as a tool to
assess portfolio companies’ level of
demonstrated gender equality in order
to improve it over the investment hold
period, as a value creation activity.
Third, it provides a guideline to develop
best practices in the implementation
of gender improvement plans across
the underlying parameters of each
gender equality vectors. Finally, SEAF
leverages the data derived from the
tool as it is applied across its gender
lens portfolio to analyze the impact of
improving gender equality on increasing
investment returns for investors.
Other impact investors also use
scorecards, but adaptable to a variety
of effects. For example, Actis uses a sixstep analysis, taking the intentionality,
then assigning subjective numerical
assessments on how much effect there
will be, on who, the actual contribution,
and factoring against risk and whether
the impact is core, ancillary or
peripheral.6 EQ uses a scoring system
to calculate impact by comparing how
much of the impact reported by the
portfolio company can be directly
linked to the amount invested, using
the SDGs to define the impact itself.7
Impact Management Project, provides
excel templates designed to classify the
impact of investment products.8 The
advantage to each of these approaches,
similar to GES©, is to have objective
criteria to compare across investments
and funds.
As IFC notes in its introduction to
the Operating Principles for impact
management, there exists little
common discipline for how to
manage investments for impact.
Accordingly, IFC, in consultation with
impact asset managers, asset owners,
asset allocators, development banks
and financial institutions developed

6. https://www.act.is/media/2336/actis-impact-score_-white-paper_low-res.pdf; accessed August 1, 2019
7. https://eqinvestors.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/EQ-Positive-Impact-Report-2018.pdf; accessed August 1, 2019
8. https://impactmanagementproject.com/; accessed August 1, 2019
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IFC’s Operating Principles to establish
“a common discipline and market
consensus around the management
of investments for impact and help
shape and develop this market.”9
The Principles outline mechanisms
for architects to have strategic
intent, structure the fund, manage
its portfolio, measure impact at
exit, and finally have that impact
independently verified.10

Challenges to Including
Intentionality, Contribution,
and Measurement in Fund
Formation Documents
Challenges to including intention,
contribution and measurement in
formation documents lie in the tension
between investor needs and realistic
expectations for portfolio companies.
Investors require protections for the
financial interests and their own
reporting requirements to their boards
or directors. At the same time, portfolio
companies simply exist in unpredictable
environments, and overly onerous
expectations will hamper their success.
Investors with the capital necessary
to invest in today’s impact investment
funds are frequently institutional
actors, which may face regulatory
restrictions. For example, pension
funds have the resources, but also
have strict investment restrictions
(reasonably so) in order to protect
their assets from risk. An impact
investment fund is inherently focused
on not just the financial return but
also the social and environmental
returns, and inherently investing
in higher risk investees. As such,
meeting those needs in conjunction
with keeping impact a center focus
is a challenge, which may require
creative solutions, such as placing the
fund in a particular jurisdiction, or
setting internal controls. Additionally,
different investors will often have their
own reporting requirements. Working

“

Different investors will often have their own
reporting requirements. Working with investors
to harmonize the kind of reporting they can
expect will make successful and timely reporting
on both financials and impact easier for your
portfolio companies and investment team.”

with investors to harmonize the kind
of reporting they can expect will
make successful and timely reporting
on both financials and impact easier
for your portfolio companies and
investment team.
One current point of discussion in the
industry is how much of the impact
obligation is appropriate to include in
the investment agreement with the
portfolio company. While this article
generally addresses fund formation
documents, this concept warrants
inclusion, as the directive to instruct
investees should be found in the
fund formation documents to ensure
consistent expectations. Reporting
requirements are common and should
not be designed to be onerous, but
to ensure the investee is aware of the
intent of the Fund. The equity or debt
agreement with the investee should
include specific metrics at the outset
of the relationship. While the specific
intent of the Fund may not exhaustively
cover the potential impact of a portfolio
company, building that intent into the
portfolio company documentation
should improve the collaborative nature
of the relationship between the Fund’s
investment team and the portfolio
company’s leadership.
It is not practical to impose financial
penalties on the portfolio company
for a failure to reach a social or
environmental metric. However, tying
financial incentives for the investment
team of the fund to impact achievement
thresholds is a realistic mechanism.

In this manner, funds which actively
provide investees with the right
potential, provide the proper guidance,
and set reasonable impact goals will
be further incentivized to achieve
the impact – without penalty to the
portfolio company for existing in an
unpredictable environment.

Conclusion
Codifying intent, contribution,
measurement into fund formation
documents is critical to creating an
effective Impact Investment fund.
The PPM, term sheet, and investment
agreement are each building blocks
in a cohesive approach to investment,
informing both the portfolio company
and the investment team of the
specific intent which will be measured.
Challenges lie in the tension between
investor needs, realistic expectations
for portfolio companies and practical
implementation of a successful fund.
However, Impact Investment is critical
to achieving real improvement in the
conditions of emerging markets, and
can only be successful where the fund
manager keeps the intent, contribution,
and measurement as equal priorities to
financial returns.
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9. https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/76e6607a-11a4-4ae8-a36c-7116b3d9dab3/Impactprinciples_booklet_FINAL_web_4-12-19.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=mGNOa3Q;
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SEC “Concept Release” Explores
Harmonizing Private Offering Exemptions
By Nathan Greene and Elliot Domio, Partners at Shearman & Sterling LLP
On June 18, 2019, the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) published a concept release inviting
input to an initiative that could end with
broad harmonization of the many rules
that apply to private securities offerings
in the United States.1 SEC Chairman
Jay Clayton has called the existing
framework an “elaborate patchwork,”
and improving it appears to be a priority
for him.2 The concept release contains
no specific rule proposals, but raises 138
different questions for consideration.
Comments are requested before
September 24, 2019. Commenters are
likely to include individual investors;
companies, investment funds and other
issuers; financial services firms; industry
trade groups; academics; law firms;
retirement savings groups; consumer
organizations; and many others.

Overview of the Private
Offering Regimes
The US Securities Act of 1933 (the
Securities Act) requires that every offer
and sale of securities be registered
with the SEC unless an exemption
is available. Registration provides a
structure for regulatory oversight
and, ultimately, delivery to investors
of full and fair disclosure of material
information that allows for informed
investment decisions.
Congress recognizes, however, that
certain situations present no practical
need for registration. Accordingly,
an exemption framework developed
over time through legislation, SEC
rulemaking and guidance, case law, and
industry practice. According to statistics
cited by the release, registered offerings
in 2018 raised USD1.4 trillion of new

“

SEC Chairman Jay Clayton has called the existing
framework an “elaborate patchwork,” and
improving it appears to be a priority for him.”

capital compared to approximately
USD2.9 trillion raised through exempt
offering channels. In other words,
private offerings outpace public
offerings 2:1.
The most widely used exemption is Rule
506 of Regulation D. Rule 506 offerings
are subdivided into Rule 506(b)
offerings and Rule 506(c) offerings:
the former are “traditional” private
offerings, which avoid any general

solicitation activity; the latter are a new
form of offering authorized by Congress
in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups
Act of 2012 (the JOBS Act), which
specifically allows for unrestrained
general solicitation activity, so long as
all sales are to persons “verified” to
be accredited investors. In 2018, Rule
506(b) offerings alone raised USD1.5
trillion, approximating the USD1.4
trillion raised in all other unregistered
offerings combined.

1. Concept Release, available at https://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/2019/33-10649.pdf.
2. SEC Chairman Clayton’s “Remarks on Capital Formation at the Nashville 36/86 Entrepreneurship Festival” (Aug. 29, 2018), available at https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/
speech-clayton-082918.
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Among the other exemptions are
Regulation A, Rule 504 of Regulation
D, Rule 147, Rule 147A, and a
crowdfunding regulation.

are hesitant to rely on Rule 506(c); and
whether available data show an increase
or decrease in fraudulent activity as a
result of the adoption of Rule 506(c).

• Regulation A generally exempts
offerings of up to USD50 million.

The Accredited Investor’s
Central Role in the
Exemption Framework

• Rule 504 of Regulation D generally
provides for offers and sales of up to
USD5 million in a 12-month period.
• Rules 147 and Rule 147A generally
exempt offerings within a single
state.
• The JOBS Act also added an
exemption from registration for
crowdfunding. Transactions under
this exemption must meet a number
of requirements, including limits
on amount an issuer may raise,
limits on amount an individual may
invest, and that transactions be
conducted through an intermediary
broker-dealer or “funding portal.”
Investment funds generally are
ineligible for the crowdfunding
exemption.
The concept release requests comments
on a number of questions related
to the private offering exemptions,
including whether Rules 506(b) and
506(c) should be combined into one
exemption; whether it is important
to continue to allow non-accredited
investors to participate in Rule 506(b)
offerings (up to 35 non-accredited
investors may participate in each Rule
506(b) offering, but SEC statistics show
that in practice nearly all are limited
to accredited investors); whether the
current information requirements in
Rule 506(b) are appropriate; why issuers

“

The concept of an “accredited investor,”
deemed to be financially sophisticated
and able to sustain risk of loss, is central
to several exemptions, including Rules
506(b) and 506(c) of Regulation D.3
The SEC estimates that just 13 percent
of US households qualify as accredited
investors. Households that qualify are
most likely to be in the Northeastern
United States or on the West Coast.
Accredited investors may participate
in investment opportunities generally
unavailable to non-accredited investors,
including in many private issuers, and
in hedge fund, private equity fund, and
venture capital fund offerings.
In citing these statistics, the SEC
is inviting another look at how
accreditation works in practice and its
effects on capital markets, investor
protection, and investor choice. This
is not a new topic. In December 2015,
the SEC staff issued a report that
recommended the SEC consider several
methods of revising the definition.4
Alternatives that can be envisaged
include indexing the income and net
worth tests to inflation; scrapping
the tests in favor of (or pairing them
with) alternative numeric tests such as
investment limits; or looking instead
to professional credentials or experience
in investing.

Some will no doubt see the existing framework
as largely appropriate. Some will endorse a
measure of harmonization. Some will advocate
real change.”

Pooled Investment Funds
For retail investors who are not
currently accredited investors, the ability
to obtain exposure to exempt offerings
through a pooled investment fund is
limited to indirect exposure through
registered investment companies and
business development companies
(BDCs). However, liquidity and daily
valuation requirements for mutual
funds and exchange traded funds can
present challenges to their ability to
invest in some exempt offerings. The
release’s requests for comments here
revolve around whether the SEC should
take steps to further facilitate capital
formation in exempt offerings through
pooled investment funds.

Next Steps
Again, many different constituencies
will respond to the concept release
and will bring a wide spectrum of
perspectives to the table. Some will no
doubt see the existing framework as
largely appropriate. Some will endorse
a measure of harmonization. Some will
advocate real change. And, running
through the comments at all times will
be the tensions implicit in fostering
capital formation that equitably and
thoughtfully allocates access to the
capital markets to investors who have
very different levels of sophistication
and appropriate risk tolerance.
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3. Under Regulation D, a natural person is an accredited investor if their income exceeds USD200,000 in each of the two most recent years (or USD300,000 in joint income with a
person’s spouse) and they reasonably expect to reach the same income level in the current year; or their net worth exceeds USD1 million (individually or jointly with a spouse),
excluding the value of their primary residence.
4. Report on the Review of the Definition of “Accredited Investor” (Dec. 18, 2015) available at https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/reportspubs/special-studies/review-definition-of-accredited-investor-12-18-2015.pdf.
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Reviewing the Impact of Abraaj’s Collapse:
Operational Due Diligence and Governance
Structures
By Natalie Stafford, Head of Deal Advisory and Toby Thomas, Associate Director, Deal Advisory at S-RM

Over a year has passed since the collapse
of Abraaj Group (Company), which at
its peak was among the world's largest
emerging markets-focused private
equity firms with USD 13.6 billion under
management. As of May 2019, entities
and individuals had asserted losses of
over USD 1 billion against the company,
and a US government indictment against
the firm and six of its principals filed in
June 2019 is ongoing.
Abraaj’s senior executives are alleged
to have embezzled LPs’ funds, falsified
accounting records, and bribed foreign
officials. The focus of allegations is
against the Abraaj Health Fund, formed
in 2015 with the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation as a major donor,
and the malfeasance is alleged to have
taken place over four years prior to its
discovery in Feb 2018.
The impact on the investment climate
for emerging markets private equity

– particularly in Africa and the Middle
East – has been widely discussed. But
the longer-term fall-out of the Abraaj
matter is expected to be focused around
a demand for greater transparency
and improved LP rights, and more
rigorous corporate governance and
scrutiny applied to GPs and the advisory
companies which support them.

Greater Operational Due
Diligence
LP scrutiny of GPs was already growing
even before the Abraaj matter,
particularly for emerging marketsfocused GPs who have seen a broad
increase in the levels of operational due
diligence required. 44% of respondents
in EMPEA’s 2019 Global Limited Partners
Survey reported that they had increased
the amount of information requested
from prospective GPs over the last two
years. Their focus has often been on
operational practices, cybersecurity,

fund manager financials and ESG
considerations.
The majority of the due diligence
is dependent on fund documents
submitted, self-verification via
questionnaires and interviews, and is
conducted internally by LPs themselves.
However, the types of concerns
highlighted by the Abraaj matter are
unlikely to be caught by an approach
of just asking questions of the GP. To
really understand a GP, its culture and
its people, we are beginning to see a
shift towards LPs demanding evidencebased due diligence. An EM-focused
firm we work with stressed that due
diligence “to be really effective, must
be conducted by independent third
parties who are outside of the GP
ecosystem.” LPs will be able to rely
more confidently on findings from
demonstrably independent parties,
and rework LPAs accordingly.
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“

While LPs have stepped up their operational
due diligence, there is still a gap in integrity and
reputational due diligence.”

While LPs have stepped up their
operational due diligence, there is still
a gap in integrity and reputational
due diligence. More sophisticated
LPs, however, particularly those
in emerging markets, have moved
on from what one leading private
equity lawyer described as the “herd
mentality” of just performing basic
KYC checks. Discreet enquiries made by
an independent third party with former
employees, colleagues, and portfolio
companies are now revealing issues
regarding the executives’ track record
or approach to governance, long
before the LP agrees to invest capital.
Whether looking at Abraaj or other
GPs, these enquires can uncover the
tone at the top of the company and
highlight governance concerns before
serious damage or scandal, thereby
providing opportunities to seek further
clarifications or remediation, or to
adjust LPAs.

Enhanced Governance
Structures
Some commentators have compared
the potential fall-out of the Abraaj
collapse on the private equity industry
to that of the Bernie Madoff scandal
on asset managers, who were
subsequently affected by a slew of
stringent reporting requirements, and
greater scrutiny by the US Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Several enhancements to existing
governance structures have been
proposed. Firstly, in their interactions
with fund managers, LPs are
responding to the perception that the
board structures at Abraaj were unable
to prevent poor governance led by a
minority within the executive team.
LPs are placing greater scrutiny on
the independence of directors – and
working to ensure that independent
directors retain their independence
for the duration of their tenure.
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Additionally, LPs are pushing for
greater independence in the asset
valuation process, given that many of
the problems at Abraaj stemmed from
the fact that the firm was conducting
its valuations in-house. A leading
private equity lawyer assessed the
fact that “self-pricing opens the way
for potential abuse”, to be one of
the main takeaways from the Abraaj
matter. However, the way forward on
this front is not yet unanimous, given
that a GP’s proximity to investments
can provide them with a unique
vantage point which external valuers
are unable to replicate.
More systematic enhancements to
governance are underway, too. The
US-based Institutional Limited Partners
Association (ILPA) is pushing the SEC to
force managers to improve governance
in their fund documents by including
more information relating to conflicts
of interest and clarifying the standard
of care owed to LPs. This partially
represents a response to a trend
reported post-Abraaj which has seen
banks change the liability for finance
they extend, so that if a GP defaults
on a loan they can retrieve the funds
from the LPs. Several EM-focused funds
have also reported LP requirements

“

Broadly, LPs are
placing greater
scrutiny on the
independence of
directors – and
working to ensure
that independent
directors retain
their independence
for the duration of
their tenure.”

on shareholder agreements becoming
more stringent over the last 12 months,
as well as demanding improved rights in
partnership agreements. In June 2019,
ILPA released its Principles 3.0 for the
private equity industry, which include
provisions covering, among other
topics, transparency and governance
at the GP level. The standards are the
first such provisions drafted by ILPA for
8 years, and can be expected to shape
changes in the dynamic between GPs
and LPs.
A major governance enhancement
has already been passed into law
in the United Kingdom, which will
have wide extra-territorial effect. The
Financial Conduct Authority’s Senior
Managers and Certification Regime
comes into force in December 2019
and is anticipated to both prompt
behavioral change in senior executives
and more widely foster an improved
culture within companies, as well as
apply new conduct rules to a wider
group of employees –-including
investment analysts. Senior managers
will be individually accountable if
it is proven that they did not take
reasonable steps to prevent a regulatory
breach. Although the burden of
proof still remains with the Financial
Conduct Authority, it will be harder to
disclaim responsibility, and the Regime
certainly adds teeth to the process of
enforcement itself.
As the Abraaj fallout continues, we
anticipate seeing further debate around
the current governance standards of
the sector. The role of auditors, for
example, has been cited by several
funds we work with as a matter of
concern. In many instances, a GP will
hire an auditor, who will be paid by
the LPAC, and will also conduct quality
of earnings reviews, or due diligence,
for example, which raises the prospect
of a potential conflict of interest,
particularly with disproportionate fees.
One US-based investor highlighted their
concern that GPs focused in emerging
markets needed to take more care when
using local auditors, and LPs should “be
more closely involved in the process.”

Regulatory Integration
Unlikely
The Abraaj fallout saw several regulatory
regimes initially move to wash their
hands of responsibility. Both the
Dubai Financial Services Authority
and the Cayman Islands Monetary
Authority denied ultimate supervisory
responsibility, citing local jurisdiction.
The Dubai regulator maintained
that it only bore responsibility for
the fund manager headquartered
there, whilst the Cayman Islands said
that locally-domiciled entities of the
Abraaj Group were not regulated as
they were dependent on the Dubai
headquarters. In creating an overly
structured fund, Abraaj appears to have
fallen through gaps in the international
regulatory environment. As a result,
for four years no regulator picked up
on financial misreporting. There have,
therefore, been initial calls for improved
international regulation and for national
regulators to better work together to try
and close some of the loopholes.
However, competing interests and
resources, coupled with the desire to
remain an attractive jurisdiction to
domicile a fund, make substantive
change at the national level unlikely.
This is particularly the case for
EM-focused funds, which are more
likely to cluster in those jurisdictions
with lighter regulatory, legal, and
auditing standards. It will therefore

“

The Financial Conduct Authority’s Senior
Managers and Certification Regime comes into
force in December 2019 and is anticipated to both
prompt behavioral change in senior executives
and more widely foster an improved culture
within companies, as well as apply new conduct
rules to a wider group of employees—including
investment analysts.”

fall to the GPs to demonstrate their
adherence to the highest international
standards regardless of where they are
domiciled, and to demonstrate they
take their responsibilities seriously by
hiring lawyers, fund administrators,
and auditors who adhere to these same
international standards. A leading
US-based GP emphasized that “any
GP not willing to play by the rules of
more regulated countries should be an
immediate red flag.” LPs are already
pushing in this direction, and may
well further seek the appointment of a
designated lead regulator.
Whilst the fallout from the Abraaj
matter will take years to manifest, some
regulatory and governance change has
been legislated for, and more is likely.
However, investors ultimately want
to make returns and avoid creating
a sector dominated by too much
regulation. Therefore, the real change
needs to come from LPs and GPs in their

approach to governance, standards,
transparency, and due diligence.
Ultimately, the biggest risk mitigator
is to really know who the people you
are working with are – whether GPs,
auditors, or directors. As one director
of a leading EM-focused GP summed
up: “Investors are demanding belt-andbraces measures at present... we think
this is a good thing—governance and
track-record generally go hand-in-hand.”
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SSE STAR Market and Registration-based IPO
System: A New Path for Private Equity Exit
By Terence Foo, Ying White, and Tianning Xian, Partners at Clifford Chance LLP

First announced by President Xi Jinping
on 6 November 2018, the Shanghai
Stock Exchange Sci-Tech Innovation
Board Market (the “SSE STAR Market”)
debuted on 22 July 2019, with 25
companies in the initial listing batch. By
13 August, 28 companies have achieved
listing on the SSE STAR Market, with
a total market value of RMB674.68
billion (approximately USD96 billion)
(See Annex 1 for a list of the listed
companies).
The SSE STAR Market is set up to
facilitate IPOs of Chinese sci-tech
companies. Out of the 28 listed
companies, 10 are in the electronic
equipment manufacturing sector and
eight in the special-purpose equipment
manufacturing sector. Essentially the
SSE STAR Market is seen as providing
a new exit route for private equity
and venture funds that have invested
in Chinese sci-tech companies. Going
forward, offshore private equity and
venture firms will have more liquidity
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solutions available to them as they
evaluate investments and divestments
in China’s tech sector.

internet, cloud computing, big data,
artificial intelligence and high-end
manufacturing.

This article will provide a brief overview
of the SSE STAR Market, compare it
with other existing platforms in China,
and examine the implications for
institutional investors as well as the scitech companies.

Registration-based IPO System
The SSE STAR Market introduced a
registration-based IPO system. The
Shanghai Stock Exchange (the “SSE”)
will review companies’ applications
while the Chinese securities regulator,
China Securities Regulatory Commission
(the “CSRC”) will only be responsible
for registration. This is a significant
departure from China’s long-held
approval-based IPO system, where CSRC
takes on the responsibility of assessing
the value of the shares and profits of the
companies on behalf of the investors.
. The registration-based IPO system is
expected to significantly streamline
and expedite the review process. For
instance, the SSE will formulate its
review opinion and submit the same to
CSRC within 3 months of acceptance of
an application, and CSRC must render its
final decision within 20 business days.

Highlights of the SSE STAR
Market
Focus of the SSE STAR Market
The SSE STAR Market mainly serves
the listing of companies that: (1)
possess critical technology consistent
with China’s national strategy; (2)
are active in high-tech industries
or strategic, emerging industries
such as information technology,
high-end equipment, new
materials, new energy, eco-friendly
technology and biomedicine; or (3)
have a focus on the integration of

Eligibility Requirements
Diversified financial indicators
The CSRC and SSE have unveiled a set
of detailed rules (IPO Rules) for the SSE
STAR Market. The IPO Rules introduced
five financial indicators when assessing
the eligibility of an applicant, with
the anticipated market value (i.e. the
total number of shares after listing
multiplied by the listing price) being
the most important financial indicator.
Companies are only required to comply
with one of the five financial indicators.
A China-incorporated applicant which
has not become profitable but has a
sufficiently high market value and good
development prospect is allowed to
apply for listing. In contrast, the Main
Board, SME Board, and ChiNext all
require a profitability track record (i.e.
the applicants must have made profit
for at least one year).
“Red-chip” companies
“Red-chip” companies are offshore
incorporated companies with their
main businesses in mainland China.
Many of China’s tech companies are
red-chip companies. To date they
are unable to list on any mainland
China board due to certain legal
and practical challenges. Now, these
red-chip companies are allowed to
issue shares or depository receipts
on the SSE STAR Market if certain
qualification requirements under
both the IPO Rules and the Opinions
on Launching the Pilot Program
of Domestically Issuing Stocks or
Depository Receipts by Innovative
Enterprises (“SC Opinions” issued
by the State Council on March
22, 2018) are satisfied. Ninebot
Limited, a company incorporated
in the Cayman Islands and has not
been profitable, is the first red-chip
company to apply for a listing on the
SSE STAR Market. As of August 13,
2019, two red-chip companies have
applied for listing on the SSE STAR
Market and the applications are
under review at the SSE.
For red-chip companies with a variable
interest entity (the “VIE”) structure,
the IPO Rules require applicants with

“

The IPO Rules could now be a remarkable step
to match the flexibility adopted by the more
advanced capital markets overseas.”

a contractual control structure to fully
disclose their arrangements in detail
and to provide updates in their annual
reports. This appears to be a positive
signal from the Chinese regulators in
recognizing VIE-structured companies.
However, the SC Opinions (which
will apply to red-chip companies) did
specify that listing applications of
VIE-structured enterprises must be
scrutinized by CSRC on a case-by-case
basis. This seems to suggest that the
Chinese regulators are not yet prepared
to fully recognize VIE structures and
may want to have some flexibility in
evaluating the actual cases.
As to governing laws, company law
and other laws of the registration
place apply to red-chip companies.
However, the standards for investor
protection, including participation in
major decision-making, the distribution
of residual property, and other rights
and interests, cannot be lower than
the standards of the Chinese laws and
regulations. Currently, there is no rule
comparing the standards of investor
protection under the laws of different
jurisdictions. Red-chip companies are
suggested to preparing for amending
their articles of association to comply
with the standard of investor protection
under the Chinese laws.
Differentiated voting rights
The IPO Rules allow companies with
differential voting rights arrangement
to be listed on the SSE STAR Market
under certain conditions. Previously,
as companies with different classes
of shares were not accepted by the
A-share market, many enterprises
(especially privately-owned
enterprises) had to resort to the
overseas capital market in order to,
for instance, maintain founders’
control. The IPO Rules could now be a
remarkable step to match the flexibility
adopted by the more advanced capital
markets overseas.

Lock-up Period
The lock-up period is generally 36
months from the listing date for
controlling shareholders and actual
controllers, and 12 months from the
listing date (plus six months following
departure) for core technicians
employed by the listing applicant. For
those issuers with negative net profits
at the time of listing, the lock-up period
is three full fiscal years from the listing
date before the company makes profit.

Comparison with Other
Existing Boards
The SSE STAR Market differs from
the practice of other existing boards
of China in the following important
aspects:
• Target Company. The SSE STAR
Market is positioned to attract
high-tech and strategic emerging
companies while other boards
have no specific preference for any
industry sector.
• Share Capital Size. Companies
listed on the SSE STAR Market must
have a share capital of more than
RMB30 million after IPO. This is the
same with the requirements of the
ChiNext, while the Main Board and
SME Board require a much larger
share capital, i.e. RMB50 million
after IPO, and the New Third Board
requires a smaller share capital at
RMB 5.0 million at the end of the
reporting period.
• Financial Indicators. The SSE STAR
Market has no minimum requirement
for profitability of the companies
but has five sets of differentiated
and flexible listing standards and
emphasizes market value and revenue
instead of net income of a company,
while other markets have fixed listing
thresholds and requirements on net
asset, cash flow, revenue and net
income of the companies.
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• Business Integrity and Stability. The
SSE STAR Market (and also ChiNext)
require a two-year continuity of the
actual controller and management
prior to the application, while the
Main Board and SME Board require
a longer period, i.e. three years,
during which no material change
of the actual controller and the
management has occurred.
Please refer to Annex 2 for further
comparison of certain key features and
listing requirements of the platforms
in China.

Implications for Sci-Tech
Companies
• The marketized mechanism,
preferential governmental
support, and intense interest
from investors make the SSE STAR
Market a competitive fundraising
avenue. Given the recent
unsatisfactory performance of the
Hong Kong market, the desirable
valuation and inflated PE ratio
of A-share listed companies may
increase the attractiveness of the
SSE STAR Market.
• The IPO Rules expressly encourage
the companies listing overseas to
return to the domestic market. The
red-chip structure may no longer
be a cost-effective regime if: (1)
financing could be injected at the
onshore level; (2) investors could
achieve an easy exit through this new
trading platform; and (3) an equity
incentive plan could be maintained
at the SSE STAR Market.
• It is noteworthy that the SSE STAR
Market has stricter requirements
for information disclosure and
de-listing than all other equity
trading platforms.
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“

The SSE STAR Market's registration-based IPO
system with a more predictable application
process provides a preferable exit path for
private equity and venture capital investors. It is
expected that exits through the SSE STAR Market
can achieve a higher valuation.”

• However, as a new mechanism,
the SSE STAR Market lacks clarity
on detailed rules, such as currency
conversion and capital gain taxes for
red-chip companies seeking a listing.

Implications for Institutional
Investors
• The SSE STAR Market’s registrationbased IPO system with a more
predictable application process
provides a preferable exit path for
private equity and venture capital
investors. It is expected that exits
through the SSE STAR Market can
achieve a higher valuation.
• The current system design (for
example, an expanded price
fluctuation range of up to 20%
and potential adoption of market
maker mechanism) also indicates the
intention and effort of the Chinese
regulators to boost the liquidity of
this new platform.
• Lastly, but very importantly,
foreign investors are permitted
to invest in companies listed on
the SSE STAR Market through the
Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investor (QFII) scheme. In light of
the recent practice, foreign investors
such as Goldman Sachs, Fullerton
Fund Management Company and
Da Cheng International Asset
Management have invested in
Suzhou HYC Technology, a company
listed on the SSE STAR Market.

Outlook
The SSE STAR Market expressly
encourages the listing of high-tech
companies, including red-chip
companies and companies with
differential voting rights. While
the lock-up period of the SSE STAR
Market remains the same as that of
the traditional A share market, the
registration-based IPO system with
simplified listing requirements should
facilitate the listing of companies
as well as private equity or venture
capital exits from those companies.
For private funds, the SSE STAR Market
may be a preferable path for exits from
their investment.
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Annex 1:
Companies Listed on the SSE STAR Market (as of Aug 13, 2019).
Sector

Name
Amlogic (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Jia Yuan Technology Shares Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou Fangbang Electronics Co., Ltd.
Ningbo Ronbay New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing of computers,
communication and other
electronic equipment (10)

Harbin Xinguang Optic-Electronics Technology Co., Ltd.
Anji Microelectronics Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Espressif Systems (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Information technology
services (3)

9.5928
23.6271278
8.068
9.0278935
11.944

Montage Technology Co., Ltd.

83.5949296

Raytron Technology Co., Ltd.

26.0147
12.48
8.20908

Micro-Tech (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.

16.0394686

Shanghai MicroPort Endovascular MedTech Co., Ltd.

11.1782062

Advanced Micro-Fabrication Equipment Inc.

44.7893637

Zhejiang HangKe Technology Incorporated Company

25.10661

Suzhou TZTEK Technology Co., Ltd.

11.00616

Suzhou HYC Technology Co., Ltd.

25.88455

Beijing Tianyishangjia New Material Corp., Ltd.

21.9881222

China Railway Signal & Communication Corporation Limited

92.6759435

Traffic Control Technology Co., Ltd.

8.6576

Shanghai Friendess Electronics Technology Co., Ltd

19.89

Beijing Piesat Information Technology Co., Ltd
ArcSoft Corporation Limited.
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14.7737552

21.1282309

Suzhou Harmontronics Automation Technology Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing of railways,
ships, aircrafts, space crafts,
and other transportation
equipment (3)

51.18444

Appotronics Corporation Limited

Beijing Worldia Diamond Tools Co., Ltd.

Special-purpose equipment
manufacturing (8)

Market Value by RMB (billion)

10.2743683
29.23606

Non-ferrous metal smelting
and rolling processing (1)

Western Superconducting Technologies Co., Ltd.

23.6301156

Instrument and meter
manufacturing (1)

Fujian Forecam Optics Co., Ltd.

12.7473013

General equipment
manufacturing (1)

Xi’an Bright Laser Technologies Co., Ltd.

Pharmaceuticals (1)

Shenzhen Chipscreen Biosciences Co., Ltd.
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Annex 2:
Comparison of key features and listing requirements of Main Board, SEM Board, New Third Board, ChiNext and SSE STAR Market
Main Board

SME Board

New Third Board

ChiNext

SSE STAR Market

Launch Time

Nov 26, 1990

May 27, 2004

Jan 16, 2006

Oct 23, 2009

Jun 13, 2019

Platform

SSE, SZSE

SZSE

NEEQ1

SZSE

SSE

Targeted
Companies

Large mature
companies

Small and
medium-sized
companies

Unlisted companies

Growing innovative
companies

Growing sci-tech innovation
companies and strategic
emerging companies

Share Capital

≥ RMB30 million before IPO;
≥ RMB50 million after IPO

≥ RMB5 million at the end
of the reporting period

≥ RMB30 million after IPO

≥ RMB30 million after IPO

Financial
Indicators

• Profitable for each of the
past 3 years with aggregate
net profit over the same
period ≥ RMB30 million;
AND
• Aggregate net cash flow
from operation over the past
3 years ≥ RMB50 million OR
aggregate operating income
over the past 3 years ≥
RMB300 million.

If enter into innovation
layer:
• Net profit for the past 2
years ≥ RMB10 million
AND the weighted
average return on equity
for the past 2 years ≥ 8%
on average; OR
• Operating income
continued to grow for
the past 2 years with the
compound annual growth
rate ≥ 50% AND the
average operating income
for the past 2 years ≥
RMB60 million.

• Profitable for each of
the past 2 years with
aggregate net profit over
the same period ≥ RMB10
million; OR
• Profitable for the past
year with an operating
income over the past year
≥ RMB50 million.

• 5 sets of differentiated
financial indicators;
• No requirement for
profitability.

Continuity of
Operation

Over 3 years, unless otherwise
permitted by State Council.

Over 2 years

Over 3 years

Stability

• No change of actual
controller in recent 3 years;
• No material change of
directors and senior
managers in recent 3 years.

N/A

• No change of actual
controller in recent 2
years;
• No material change of
directors and senior
managers in recent 2
years.

• No change of actual
controller in recent 2
years;
• No major ownership
disputes leading to
possible changes of
control rights;
• No material adverse
change of directors,
senior managers, and
core technicians in recent
2 years.

Compliance

• No regulatory sanction of
directors, supervisors, and
senior managers in the
preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 3 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 2 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 2 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 3 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders.
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Annex 1:
Companies Listed on the SSE STAR Market (as of Aug 13, 2019).
Sector

Name
Amlogic (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Jia Yuan Technology Shares Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou Fangbang Electronics Co., Ltd.
Ningbo Ronbay New Energy Technology Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing of computers,
communication and other
electronic equipment (10)

Harbin Xinguang Optic-Electronics Technology Co., Ltd.
Anji Microelectronics Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Espressif Systems (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Information technology
services (3)

9.5928
23.6271278
8.068
9.0278935
11.944

Montage Technology Co., Ltd.

83.5949296

Raytron Technology Co., Ltd.

26.0147
12.48
8.20908

Micro-Tech (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.

16.0394686

Shanghai MicroPort Endovascular MedTech Co., Ltd.

11.1782062

Advanced Micro-Fabrication Equipment Inc.

44.7893637

Zhejiang HangKe Technology Incorporated Company

25.10661

Suzhou TZTEK Technology Co., Ltd.

11.00616

Suzhou HYC Technology Co., Ltd.

25.88455

Beijing Tianyishangjia New Material Corp., Ltd.

21.9881222

China Railway Signal & Communication Corporation Limited

92.6759435

Traffic Control Technology Co., Ltd.

8.6576

Shanghai Friendess Electronics Technology Co., Ltd

19.89

Beijing Piesat Information Technology Co., Ltd
ArcSoft Corporation Limited.
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14.7737552

21.1282309

Suzhou Harmontronics Automation Technology Co., Ltd.

Manufacturing of railways,
ships, aircrafts, space crafts,
and other transportation
equipment (3)

51.18444

Appotronics Corporation Limited

Beijing Worldia Diamond Tools Co., Ltd.

Special-purpose equipment
manufacturing (8)

Market Value by RMB (billion)

10.2743683
29.23606

Non-ferrous metal smelting
and rolling processing (1)

Western Superconducting Technologies Co., Ltd.

23.6301156

Instrument and meter
manufacturing (1)

Fujian Forecam Optics Co., Ltd.

12.7473013

General equipment
manufacturing (1)

Xi’an Bright Laser Technologies Co., Ltd.

Pharmaceuticals (1)

Shenzhen Chipscreen Biosciences Co., Ltd.
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Annex 2:
Comparison of key features and listing requirements of Main Board, SEM Board, New Third Board, ChiNext and SSE STAR Market
Main Board

SME Board

New Third Board

ChiNext

SSE STAR Market

Launch Time

Nov 26, 1990

May 27, 2004

Jan 16, 2006

Oct 23, 2009

Jun 13, 2019

Platform

SSE, SZSE

SZSE

NEEQ1

SZSE

SSE

Targeted
Companies

Large mature
companies

Small and
medium-sized
companies

Unlisted companies

Growing innovative
companies

Growing sci-tech innovation
companies and strategic
emerging companies

Share Capital

≥ RMB30 million before IPO;
≥ RMB50 million after IPO

≥ RMB5 million at the end
of the reporting period

≥ RMB30 million after IPO

≥ RMB30 million after IPO

Financial
Indicators

• Profitable for each of the
past 3 years with aggregate
net profit over the same
period ≥ RMB30 million;
AND
• Aggregate net cash flow
from operation over the past
3 years ≥ RMB50 million OR
aggregate operating income
over the past 3 years ≥
RMB300 million.

If enter into innovation
layer:
• Net profit for the past 2
years ≥ RMB10 million
AND the weighted
average return on equity
for the past 2 years ≥ 8%
on average; OR
• Operating income
continued to grow for
the past 2 years with the
compound annual growth
rate ≥ 50% AND the
average operating income
for the past 2 years ≥
RMB60 million.

• Profitable for each of
the past 2 years with
aggregate net profit over
the same period ≥ RMB10
million; OR
• Profitable for the past
year with an operating
income over the past year
≥ RMB50 million.

• 5 sets of differentiated
financial indicators;
• No requirement for
profitability.

Continuity of
Operation

Over 3 years, unless otherwise
permitted by State Council.

Over 2 years

Over 3 years

Stability

• No change of actual
controller in recent 3 years;
• No material change of
directors and senior
managers in recent 3 years.

N/A

• No change of actual
controller in recent 2
years;
• No material change of
directors and senior
managers in recent 2
years.

• No change of actual
controller in recent 2
years;
• No major ownership
disputes leading to
possible changes of
control rights;
• No material adverse
change of directors,
senior managers, and
core technicians in recent
2 years.

Compliance

• No regulatory sanction of
directors, supervisors, and
senior managers in the
preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 3 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 2 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 2 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders in the
proceeding 3 years.

• No regulatory sanction
of directors, supervisors,
and senior managers in
the preceding 3 years;
• No record of major
illegalities or irregularities
of issuers, controlling
shareholders.
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